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Overview
Symposium Structure, Participant Profile
and Core Goals
An invited group of cross-sectoral professionals took part in a one-day session on
the state of audiobook production and publishing in Canada and to pursue ideas that
could contribute to improved visibility, sales, capacity, accessibility and investment.
The session was spearheaded by the Association of Canadian Publishers and guided
by a steering committee that represented the core participants in digital audiobook
publishing and production in the country. At the symposium, the people in the room
represented legacy publishers, audio-only publishers, narrators/actors, production
studios, engineers/post-production editors, and industry association professionals.
The day’s goal was to look at three core issues facing audiobook production and
publishing in Canada—marketing, capacity, and investment—to see if there are
ways in which the sectors can work together to strengthen the Canadian audiobook market, where there is overlap to unite in their efforts, and where issues
are singular to a specific group. The day was broken up into a number of panels to
examine each identified issue, with ample time left for broad and wide-ranging
discussion among the participants.
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Executive Summary
An invited group of cross-sectoral audiobook professionals took part in a one-day
facilitated symposium to discover if there are practical ways in which the participating sectors—publishers, audio artists, studios and trade associations—can work
together to raise the visibility, sales, capacity and accessibility of and investment in
Canadian-authored, published and produced audiobooks.
The day was divided into three categories of interest: marketing, visibility and discoverability; capacity, effectiveness and efficiency; and advocacy and investment.

M A R K E T I N G , V I S I B I L I T Y, D I S C O V E R A B I L I T Y
ISSUES IDENTIFIED
•

COUNTERING BIAS. Overcoming the consumer concern that listening to audio
is somehow a lesser experience.

•

INADEQUATE METADATA. We need more and better disseminated metadata on all fronts, but it is especially important for the awareness of and access to
accessible audio.

•

RAISING PROFILE. We need concerted and collective effort to raise awareness
of Canadian-authored and produced audiobooks, with consistent messaging about
their availability in Canada and their worthiness as a reading/listening choice.

I N I T I AT I V E I D E A S F R O M T H E S E S S I O N
•

UNDERTAKE TAG-TEAM AND COLLECTIVE MARKETING where one sector’s campaign picks up as another concludes. This would have the audio listening
experience marketed for a substantially longer period of time to everyone’s benefit.

•

IMPROVE METADATA AND SAMPLING.

•

CREATE AN AUDIOBOOK BESTSELLER LIST. Work with the media and
BookNet to create a bestseller list. This requires better sales data and needs time
to ramp up. In the short term, advocate for a headphone icon on the print bestseller lists to indicate an audio version is available.
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•

CREATE AUDIOBOOK AWARDS. Approach the Junos and literary awards to
add an audio category. Approach the CBC to create a Canada Listens.

•

CREATE AN AUDIOBOOKS MONTH. In the US, this is June.

•

ADVOCATE FOR/BUY COVERAGE. Collectively buy airtime on radio stations
outside the CBC orbit that showcase Canadian audiobooks. Approach trade magazines and news media to review audiobooks.

•

EMPHASIZE ACCESSIBILITY, DIVERSITY AND LEARNING. Ensure
audiobooks are accessible and properly tagged in the metadata. Emphasize that
listening to audio aids literacy and language learning potential.

•

AMPLIFY ALL EFFORTS. Use each other’s social media to spread the word.
Come up with a collective branding slogan and hashtag that we all use.

•

BRANDING/CROSS-PROMOTION. Take advantage of the cross-sectoral, collaborative nature of audiobooks to cross promote. Create trailers to use as tie-in
marketing with partners with similar audience demographics.

C A PA C I T Y, E F F E C T I V E N E S S A N D E F F I C I E N C Y
ISSUES IDENTIFIED
•

TALENT POOL. Publishers noted that they often still have difficulty sourcing
the right narrator for a project, despite the vast talent pool in Canada, and they
often also find that the few studios experienced in audiobook production are
booked out.

•

TRAINING/STANDARDS. Actors/narrators and the studios feel that there are
not enough clear standards and expectations set by publishers leading to lost
time and inefficiencies in recording.

•

GEOGRAPHY. Is viable audiobook production capacity possible only in large
urban areas? Is it possible to encourage remote recording in smaller centres with
the right talent?

I N I T I AT I V E I D E A S F R O M T H E S E S S I O N
•

INFORMATION HUB. It would be efficacious to have a central hub or portal
where information could be pooled.
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•

TRAINING. There needs to be more audiobook-specific training for actors,
directors, editors, and studios. ACTRA could expand their existing audio professional development. Existing community college certificate programs could be
approached to include an audiobook production segment in their curriculum. This
is also crucial for accessibility capacity.

INVE S TMENT AND ADVO C AC Y ISSU E S ID ENTIFIED
•

Currently, just 25% of audio expenses are covered by sales. The balance comes
from publisher risk/investment, public funding support or a combination of the
two. There is an exponential gap between the few bestselling titles and the rest,
even more than in print. Public funding support has aided publishers in producing
accessible audiobook editions of culturally important Canadian titles. Sales must
grow for audio to be viable as a Canadian-produced product.

I N I T I AT I V E I D E A S F R O M T H E S E S S I O N
•

ADVOCACY. We need to lobby more, collectively, to policy makers and funders,
not just to our traditional government channels, but to municipalities, the CRTC
and other development agencies. One argument could be that audio’s suitability
to streaming models and other future capacities of audio distribution put us on
the front lines of emerging delivery and distribution models.

•

FUNDING POSSIBILITIES. The usual sources but with a fresh and collective
approach that emphasizes capacity building, accessibility and employment. These
approaches should not jeopardize any of the sectors’ existing funding models.
Approach new sources—job skills programs or municipal business development
offices, for example.

Recommended Next Steps
O V E R A L L A D M I N I S T R AT I O N
1. Keep the current steering committee structure in place. Create sub-committees
to address the issues within the categories.
2. Select an existing organization to be the hub for activities generated from the
symposium, and support that organization to expand its capacity to take on the
extra tasks.
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MARKETING
3. Continue to pursue the Junos, as a first award venue.
4. Adopt June as audiobook month in concert with the US. Focus marketing and
discoverability efforts to tie-in to the month. Approach CBC for a Canada Listens.
5. Approach other broadcasters as well as the CBC for airtime to market audiobooks in general, both purchased and donated. Find a slogan for branding to use
in all marketing.
6. Build a strategy for a broad framework of marketing and discoverability initiatives, particularly the tag-team campaign.

C A PA C I T Y
7.

Create a portal to pool and share informational resources, and decide which
organization is best placed to be the hub.

8. Approach educational institutions for curriculum enhancement to build
skills capacity.

ADVO C AC Y AND INVE S TMENT
9.

Pursue funding opportunities to finance marketing awareness blitz, including
outreach on the availability of accessible audio in Canada.

10. Pursue funding for training and capacity building.
11. Build an advocacy argument. Recruit key players with high-profile name recognition to amplify the message. Focus one tranche on lobbying the CRTC to require
distribution channels to highlight Canadian content. Focus another on government
lobbying, highlighting the cross-sectoral cooperation and accessibility synergies.
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Audiobooks in Canada
A Statshot of Consumer Adoption,
Sales and Patterns
BookNet Canada, the country’s sales tracking NGO, surveyed Canadian readers on
their audiobook usage in 2018. They intend to update this survey in 2020. The survey’s
respondents report that the highest users are female and in their 20s and 30s at 22%,
followed by seniors at 19% whose use increased 4% in the previous year, and by consumers with a medically diagnosed vision impairment or print disability at 14%. This
indicates that it is crucial that Canadian publishers continue to expand their accessibility production capacity.
BookNet extrapolates from its readers’ survey that audiobook sales in Canada stand
at about 4% of overall sales. This has been confirmed, anecdotally, by multinational
and independent legacy publishers operating in Canada. With overall retail sales
value reported by BookNet as CDN $1.1 billion in 2018, this estimates digital audio
to have been in the vicinity of CDN $4.4 million in that year. However, sales tracking
is still challenging, as many publishers have inadequate metadata for their audiobook
lists, and the big audiobook players, such as Audible, do not share their sales/subscription usage information.
In 2017, the last year for which BookNet has statistics, 61% of Canadian publishers
were producing digital audiobooks, with 43% of those producing in-house, 40% managed by third-party production and 10% managed by retailers. Only 4% of publishers
in Canada indicated that they were not planning on publishing digital audio editions of
their titles.
There are 187,000 audiobooks available in Canada currently, of which just 1,400
have metadata identifying them as Canadian. While this number partially reflects
that publisher-produced content is relatively recent in Canada, it also reflects the inadequate metadata on Canadian-produced titles since there is unquestionably more
than this number of titles published here.
Canada lags behind the US in audiobook take-up by about 4%, leaving a substantial
window for improving sales.
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The majority of independent and multinational legacy publishers have been self-producing digital audiobooks in Canada for about five years, though there were a few
that have been producing for nearly twice that. Publishers have been licensing their
titles to digital audio publishers for over 10 years, and most of that licensed production still takes place in the United States.
Audiobooks have different sales trajectories than print books, growing slowly rather
than spiking right out of the gate. Audiobooks also seem to be affected by narrator
appeal and by production values, as well as the base narrative. Audio growth does not
seem to happen at the expense of print. Rather it seems that they are complementary,
with committed book buyers also willing to listen to audio, much as with library use.

We estimate that audiobook
sales in Canada stand at about
4% of overall book sales.
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Marketing, Visibility,
Discoverability
A number of key discoverability and marketing issues were identified as impeding
digital audiobook sales growth in Canada:
COUNTERING BIAS. Many potential listeners feel that listening to audiobooks is
somehow “cheating,” that audio is somehow a lesser experience. (We are an earnest
crew here in Canada.) We need to change this mindset. We must convey that audio
is accessible and unabridged, that it is flexible and can be enjoyed while multi-tasking—in the kitchen, in the car, on a bike or on foot, before bed—or as an immersive
experience, depending on tastes and time. That it is in no way a lesser or a diminished
experience. For sighted and medically able people, it is crucial to this expansion, however, that the industry attracts listeners while not losing them as readers. So we must
sell this as another way to enjoy books in a busy life.
INADEQUATE METADATA . An essential tool for digital dissemination, many
Canadian publishers do not produce metadata that is robust enough to raise digital
visibility. There need to be more tags to accessibility, to extracts, to social media
posts, to extant reviews, to Canadian authorship and publication, so that a reader/listener can find information on a title easily when surfing the net. This metadata is also
crucial to buyers—retail, wholesale and library—and to effective sales tracking. Additionally, retail and library catalogues need to reflect this more robust metadata when
it’s available so that buyers, readers and listeners can make informed decisions about
their title choices. This is crucial for broadening the awareness of and easy access to
published accessible titles.
R AISING PROFILE . Marketing is difficult to target in a title-specific manner. With
it still a minority—though fast-growing—format, it is hard to reach a good inflection
point of awareness. Word of mouth is still the number-one way in which people find
out about books, and it is no different with audiobooks. According to BookNet’s 2019
survey, 30% of audiobook listeners get their titles from libraries, 20% from retailers and 18% from free or pirate sites. Ten percent of Canadians have listened to an
audiobook, while 48% of “readers” also listened. As a result, there is no one place that
can effectively advertise or market audiobooks. While this is true of print books, too,
their much more widespread consumption makes it a (slightly) easier target.
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As well, some publishers are not yet effectively dovetailing their print marketing and
publicity plans with the audiobooks’ marketing. This will change as publishers increasingly have simultaneous publication through all their formats.
Publishers must educate in-house as well, getting staff to think of the audiobook
throughout the production process so that all editions of a title go out in the market
in an integrated, coherent way. Individually, with regards to marketing and publicity,
plans for print, ebook, and audio need to feed each other for maximum effect. Collectively, we need some concerted effort to raise awareness of Canadian-authored and
produced books. We need consistent messaging about the availability of audiobooks
in Canada, and work to change the culture around this reading/listening choice.

Initiative Ideas from the Session
UNDERTAKE TAG-TEAM OR COLLECTIVE MARKETING. Penguin Random
House (PRH) is rolling out a multi-platform audiobook campaign aimed at raising the
awareness and appeal of audiobooks overall. Consider tag-teaming. Is there a way
that the various parties could tag-team campaigns so that there is high visibility for
audiobooks for a longer period of time than any one campaign could achieve? For
example, could a house like PRH build a campaign that might run for a month to six
weeks, then ACTRA put up a campaign, then the ACP so that there might be four
to six months of consistent campaigning championing the pleasures and benefits of
audiobook listening? The campaigns need not be the same, just coordinated. We need
to bring people into the format before we can adequately pitch individual titles.
IMPROVE METADATA AND SAMPLING. It can’t be said enough. Without good
metadata that links all editions and their respective reviews and social media hits, the
industry cannot track sales and publishers cannot improve the online visibility of their
titles. In a format that is strictly digital, this is crippling. According to Noah Genner
of BookNet, 51% of book buyers regularly listen to audiobooks. 81% of audiobook
listeners listen to podcasts. People who listen to podcasts buy more books and listen
to audiobooks. And samples drive almost all the purchasing decisions. Listening to a
sample and deciding if you like the production values is like picking up a book in the
bookstore and reading the first few pages.
CREATE AN AUDIO BESTSELLER LIST. Work with the media and BookNet to
create an audio bestseller list. This requires creation of better metadata in order to
track audio sales.
An easy beginning would be to persuade bestseller list producers to put a headphone
icon on titles on the list that have an audio version, an indicator of format availability
rather than sales.
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A more long-term push would be to get a separate audio bestseller list, as different
titles might be attractive in audio and weight the sales differently than in print. But to
do this, metadata must get better.
CREATE AUDIOBOOK AWARDS. Approach the Junos or literary awards to add
audiobooks to their categories. (The Grammys have a category in their awards lineup.) Approach the CBC to create a Canada Listens to parallel Canada Reads.
CREATE AN AUDIOBOOK MONTH. In the US, it is June (#JIAM). What can we
do to identify the month in Canada? In Germany, live performances of audiobooks
are popular. Consider doing something similar here, perhaps attached to audiobook
month? Create a hashtag for audiobook month and all use it as one method to raise
visibility and discoverability.
ADVOCATE FOR COVER AGE/BUY COVER AGE Approach trade publications
such as Quill and Quire, news media’s online editions and other sources to begin reviewing audiobooks.
Collectively buy some airtime on radio stations outside the CBC orbit that showcases
audiobook samples with a slogan like, “This is what you could be listening to.” Emphasize diversity of narrators, authors to pique the interests of those communities as well
as the overall population.
Audible has spent millions on marketing within podcasts. How might we do this
in Canada?
EMPHASIZE ACCESSIBILIT Y/DIVERSIT Y/LEARNING. Audiobooks are an
important way to reach people with disabilities and diverse communities. Ensure
audiobooks are accessible and properly tagged in the metadata. Capitalize on the
appeal of region-appropriate accents that showcase Canadian production values and
regional/accent sensibilities. This is one of our strengths over US and other non-Canadian production.
Audiobooks can help poor readers be better readers. Emphasize literacy and language learning potential. Consider educational possibilities of aural learning.
AMPLIF Y ALL EFFORTS. Create a podcast on the virtues of audiobook listening.
Use each other’s social media efforts to spread the word. For example, ACTRA has a
spotlight feature on their social media where they could feature new audiobooks that
use their actors. Use that collective hashtag mentioned above.
BR AND. Create two-minute audio trailers to use as tie-in marketing to partners with
similar audience demographics, or for use in the radio airtime discussed earlier or
through social media. Use the branding slogan we come up with on every trailer.
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Capacity, Effectiveness
and Efficiency
Since most audiobook production took place in the US until recently, there are
issues around having enough experienced talent in actors, directors and editors,
as well as specialized studio capacity.
Two inter-related challenges were identified:
TALENT POOL: PUBLISHER PERSPECTIVE . Despite the vast pool of acting
talent in Canada, publisher/producers still have difficulty finding the right narrator,
particularly when a regional or diverse voice is required. Audiobook narration is a
very specific skillset not replicated in other voice-recording situations and not all actors are experienced in this arena. Even when there are actors able to undertake the
work, it is often difficult to find them so there is a discoverability issue around talent,
and there is the issue of whether they are available within the recording time frame.
This is true also of editors and directors. The skills required for audiobook production
are different from those needed for voiceover or film/TV sound and there are not yet
enough here in Canada who have developed these specific skills to fill the demand.
There are not enough studios capable of audiobook recording and publishers are
sometime forced to go below the border to fulfill their post-production capacity needs.
More training opportunities are needed.
TALENT POOL: ACTOR, DIRECTOR AND STUDIO PERSPECTIVE . Audiobook narration is not simply the act of recording itself. The role involves research,
pre-reading, marking up the text, prepping dialogues, etc. It requires a capacity to
world and character build and to induce a sense of narrative drive. It is solitary work
and largely self-directed. For it to be worth an actor’s time to take on narration work
because of the pay structure, it is necessary to be efficient about the prep to recording hour ratio and this only happens with experience. Audible suggest a 2:1 ratio of
booth time to finished-hours, excluding prep. In Canada so far, the average for all prep
and then recording is more like 5:1 in totality, according to narrator Braden Wright.
Clear standards and publisher/author expectations need to be set and defined in
style guides. Often a narrator does not get enough direction before recording, as not
all recording experiences include a director, leading to lost time and inefficiencies for
both actor and publisher. When a director is involved, several hours with the author
and/or publisher helps establish style choices and direction.
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For studios, the crucial piece is about the efficient use of the studio time. There needs
to be enough pre-studio preparation that time is not wasted in studio. Good pre-production reduces post-production revisions and fixes.
CAPACIT Y: HUB ST YLE OR REGIONAL? Is a viable audiobook production capacity only possible in a city that already has a large pool of actors and significant production capacity? Or is it possible to encourage remote recording in smaller centres
that have the right talent? How would that be managed? How would publishers find
those narrators, editors or proofers, and what recording capacity would there be?

Initiative Ideas from the Session
INFORMATION HUB. It would be efficacious to have a central hub or portal
where information can be pooled. Lists of actors with experience as audio narrators,
lists of competent studios, lists of audio-experienced directors and editors. Posting
of style guides and publisher expectations. Posting of accessibility guidelines and
requirements. Postings of training opportunities. But who would/could take this on
and manage it?
TR AINING. There needs to be more training. But who is to take it on? It was suggested that ACTRA could expand their existing audio-specific training. There was also
a suggestion that ACTRA consider setting up a mentoring process where interested
actors could shadow an experienced audio actor through the process.
There was a suggestion that existing community college certificate programs in production and sound recording be approached to include an audio-production segment
in their curriculum. This is also crucial for training up accessibility capacity.

Audiobook narration is not simply the act
of recording itself. The role involves research,
pre-reading, marking up the text, prepping
dialogues, etc.
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Advocacy and Investment
There has been exponential growth in the digital audiobook market. However, even
triple digit percentage increases from zero are still small numbers. What does this
mean for actual revenue numbers coming back to publishers? Currently, just 25% of
audio expenses have been covered to date through sales. The rest is publisher-risk investment, public funding support, or a combination of the two. If this sales to expense
ratio is not fixed, digital audio in Canada will not be viable in the long run.
While public funding support is reasonable to expect for the Canadian-owned sector,
given the importance of accessibility and the government’s commitment to it and to
leveling the playing field for independent Canadian-owned publishers, public funding can only ever be a piece of the equation. With regard to audiobooks, there is an
exponential gap between the few bestselling titles and all the rest, even more than in
print, and public support assists publishers in creating accessible audiobook versions
of many culturally important Canadian titles. There must be sufficient sales that it is
worth the investment of human and financial capital to continue audio as a separate
production format in Canada. And so we come full circle, back to the fact that we
need higher visibility and discoverability if we are to drive increased sales of Canadian-authored, narrated and produced audiobooks.

There must be sufficient sales that it is worth
the investment of human and financial capital
to continue audio as a separate production
format in Canada.
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Initiative Ideas from the Session
ADVOCACY. We need to lobby more, and collectively rather than from within our
silos, to tell our story more urgently to policymakers and funders. Video gaming and
film successfully lobbied that their sectors had cultural significance and capacity for
economic growth, not just with elected politicians and Canadian Heritage (as publishing has long done) but with the CRTC, with municipalities, and with other economic
development agencies. We could emphasize audio’s suitability to streaming models
and future capacities of audio distribution, such as direct through smart speakers,
thus opening the argument that we are on the front lines of emerging delivery and
distribution models.
Our economic impact statement would be modest at this point. What arguments
could we build to bolster it?
FUNDING POSSIBILITIES. The usual sources—Canadian Heritage, Ontario Creates, other provincial arts industry programs—but with a fresh and collective approach
that emphasizes capacity building, accessibility, and employment across the sectors.
Consider new sources—job skills programs, provincial and federal, Toronto Arts
Council and other similar municipal arts organizations for collective activity, municipal business development offices for local stimulus projects.
BR ANDING/CROSS-PROMOTION. We need to draw attention to and celebrate
our Canadian-ness. What makes us different from Americans that we can sell? Can
we find our equivalent to We the North?
Can we take advantage of the cross-sectoral, collaborative nature of audiobooks to
tap into other markets? For example, if actors who have audiobooks are subsequently
in a theatre production, can the audiences somehow be tapped/drawn in? There was
an idea of looking for bequests or legacy money within these audiences, but this is
difficult as most publishers are for-profit corporations and it is hard to see how creating some kind of NGO to serve audiobook interests would garner enough capital to
be viable. Still it is worth considering if something might be feasible.
Create two-minute audio trailers to use as tie-in marketing to partners with similar
audience demographics, or for use in the radio airtime discussed earlier or through
social media. Use the branding slogan we come up with on every trailer.
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Setting Priorities
There was agreement that a cross-sectoral effort aimed at raising the profile and
sales of Canadian-made audiobooks was beneficial and advantageous for all sectors present at the symposium. This would result in the ability to hire more actors,
support local recording studios and through greater sales, ensure the viability of a
made-in-Canada audiobook sector.
There was consensus to maintain a loosely run, unincorporated steering committee,
rather than to try to create another organization or tag on to a pre-existing organization, such as the US-based Audio Publishers Association (APA). This committee would
push forward with initiatives arising from the symposium with sub-groups formed
to pursue specific areas of interest, such as discoverability or government advocacy.
It was acknowledged that attendees might have points/ideas specific to their sector
that they could take back to their organizations for execution, keeping in mind that
the goal is to have all the separate initiatives dovetail in a coherent and concerted
approach/campaign.
There was a suggestion that this symposium become an annual event, at least for the
near-term.

There was agreement that a cross-sectoral
effort…was beneficial and advantageous
for all sectors...
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Recommended Next Steps
Overall Administration
1. Keep the current steering committee structure in place, replacing members as
required to keep the sectoral balance. Create sub-committees to address the
three main categories identified: marketing, capacity, investment.
2. Select an existing organization to be the organizational hub for activities generated from the symposium.

Marketing
3. Continue to pursue an audio category for the Junos.
4. Adopt June as audiobook month in concert with the US initiative. Focus marketing and discoverability efforts to tie-in to the month for maximum visibility
and press coverage. Approach Canada Reads for a Canada Listens adjunct.
5. Approach other broadcasters, regional and commercial, as well as other arms
of the CBC for airtime, both purchased and donated. Use it to promote audiobooks in general. Find a slogan for branding that will get used in all marketing.
6. Build strategy for a broad framework of marketing and discoverability, initiatives, particularly the shared tag-team campaign.

Capacity
7.

Create a portal to pool and share informational resources among the organizations, and decide which organization is best placed to be the hub for this.

8. Approach educational institutions for curriculum enhancement to build
skills capacity.
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Advocacy and Investment
9.

Pursue funding opportunities to finance a marketing awareness blitz, including
outreach to the public on the availability of accessible audio.

10. Pursue funding for training and capacity building.
11. Build an advocacy argument. Recruit key players to lobby with the message.
Focus one tranche on lobbying the CRTC to require distribution channels to
highlight Canadian content, like the CanCon regs for the music industry. Focus
another on government lobbying, highlighting the cross-sectoral cooperation
and accessibility synergies.
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